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Article’s title: Immune control of HIV-1 infection after therapy interruption: immediate versus deferred antiretroviral therapy

P. Paci, R. Carello, M. Bernaschi, G. D’Offizi and F. Castiglione

October 14, 2009

Formatting changes required: major revision

Change: Abstract - Abstracts must be structured into Background, Methods, Results, Conclusions.
Action taken: We made these changes

Change: Competing interests - Please include a ‘Competing interests’ section between the Conclusions and Authors’ contributions. If there are none to declare, please write ‘The authors declare that they have no competing interests’.
Action taken: We made these changes

Change: Please cite figures consistently as either fig. or figure in both the manuscript and the figure legends section.
Action taken: We made these changes

Change: References - The reference list should contain all authors’ names, if there are 10 or below. The term ‘et al.’ should not be used.
Action taken: We made these changes

Formatting changes required: minor revision

Change: Please present all text in black
Action taken: We made these changes

Change: Availability and requirements - Please move this section to after the conclusions section
Action taken: We made these changes

Change: Figures orientation (figure 3) - Please ensure your figures are in the correct orientation after they have been uploaded.
Action taken: We made these changes